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Maintaining a healthy Amazon seller account is crucial for the successMaintaining a healthy Amazon seller account is crucial for the success
of your online business. Effective of your online business. Effective Amazon account managementAmazon account management,,
including managing your amazon online account, involves complyingincluding managing your amazon online account, involves complying
with Amazon's policies, and optimising product listings. Staying up-to-with Amazon's policies, and optimising product listings. Staying up-to-
date with policies, and creating accurate product descriptions anddate with policies, and creating accurate product descriptions and
images can increase visibility and trust with customers, resulting inimages can increase visibility and trust with customers, resulting in
positive feedback and sales.positive feedback and sales.
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GonukkadGonukkad, founded in Gurgaon, has emerged as the city's premier, founded in Gurgaon, has emerged as the city's premier
account management agency, specializing in eCommerce intelligence,account management agency, specializing in eCommerce intelligence,
sales optimization, and marketplace management.sales optimization, and marketplace management.

Through our experience of selling in numerous categories onThrough our experience of selling in numerous categories on
Marketplaces such as Amazon, Flipkart and Meesho we haveMarketplaces such as Amazon, Flipkart and Meesho we have
encountered a multitude of challenges and obstacles. Consequently,encountered a multitude of challenges and obstacles. Consequently,
we have gained knowledge on how to rank quickly and inexpensively,we have gained knowledge on how to rank quickly and inexpensively,
obtain positive reviews that comply with Marketplace's TOS, reactivateobtain positive reviews that comply with Marketplace's TOS, reactivate
listings that have been taken down due to competitor tactics, createlistings that have been taken down due to competitor tactics, create
optimized listings and images, and restore suspended accounts.optimized listings and images, and restore suspended accounts.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/gonukkad-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/gonukkad-
ecommerce-service-providers-17826ecommerce-service-providers-17826
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